symbolic mapping from the input to the output. We are generally ahead in this game if we can understand complex system behavior without necessarily studying detailed program source code. This is true especially if the source is in an unfamiliar language, difficult to understand, or simply unavailable. We explain two tools: time-honored "symbolic execution" which requires some kind of computer ~dgebra system, and a novel modification, NaN-tracking. This is a simplified version of symbolic execution that is too:re easily implemented in a conventional language like Fortran or C. The principal requirement of this second approach is a competent implementation of a compiler and run-time system. In particular, the language system must provide access to features of the IEEE-754 binary floating-point arit]hmetic standard [1] . While our own experiments are based in part on an implementation in Lisp, the mechanisms we use should be accessible from languages in nearly every C-based UNIX workstation used for scientific computing. 
Communication, storage, transmission, and searching of complex material has become increasingly important. Mathematical computing in a distributed environment is also becoming more plausible as libraries and computing facilities are connected with each other and with user facilities. TEX is a well-known mathematical typesetting language, and from the display perspective it might seem that it could be used for communication between computer systems as well as an intermediate form for the results of OCR (optical character recognition) of mathematical expressions. There are flaws in this reasoning, since exchanging mathematical information requires a system to parse and semantically "understand" the TEX, even if it is "ambiguous" notationally. A program we developed can handle 43% of 10,740 TEX formules in a well-known table of integrals. We expect that a higher success rate can be achieved easily. G a u s s -L e g e n d r e Q u a d r a t u r e Greg Fee Dept. of Mathematics and Statistics, Simon Fraser Univ., Burnaby, B.C., V5A 1S6, gj fee@cecm, sfu. ca
It is known that gaussian quadrature is one the best numerical methods for computing definite integrals of analytic functions. For example, consider using 101 evaluation points to find ~ from f014 (1 + x 2)-1 d x . If we use a closed type Newton-Cotes formula, which just integrates the interpolating polynomial which agrees with the integrand at the 101 equally spaced nodes [0.00, 0.01, 0.02, ..., 1.00] then we can compute the integral to 54 significant digits. If we use the 101 point gaussian quadrature formula, then we can compute the integral to 134 significant digits. The evaluation points for an n point Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula are the n roots of the n ~h Legendre polynomial. One of the drawbacks to using gaussian quadrature, is the problem of computing these roots. We will compare several methods for computing the nodes and weights for an n point GaussLegendre quadrature formula at various precisions. As an application, consider the problem of numerically computing a truncated fourier series of a non-periodic analytic function. In this case gaussian quadrature can be faster than the fast fourier transform based algorithm, if we only want a few trigonometric coefficients to high precision. If we compute the fourier series for e x p ( -x ) on the interval [0, 1] up to the terms cos(2~r21°x) and sin(21r21°x) then the 2048 point gaussian quadrature formula gives the coefficients to 32 digits to the right of the decimal point. Now compare this with an F F T based algorithm. The error in a 2 m point F F T algorithm is 0(2 -2m) , so we would need about 227 evaluation points for only double precision (16 digit) accuracy and about 254 evaluation points for quadruple precision (32 digit) accuracy. 
Abstract
In control theory the problem of computing greatest common divisors of polynomial matrices arises when trying to compute coprime matrix factorizations of a given transfer function (see Kailath [2] ). Much work has been done on this topic in the numerical case, where the coefficients of the polynomials are floating point numbers. We are investigating the extension of these algorithms to the symbolic case.
Matrix Greatest Common Divisors

A matrix R(s) is a Greatest Common Right Divisor (GCRD)
of two matrices {N(s), M(s)} if it satisfies the following properties:
1. there exist polynomial matrices N1 (s) and Ml(S) such that
N(s) = N1 (s)R(s) and M(s) = M1 (s)R(s)
If Rl(s) is any other right divisor of N(s) and M(s), then there exists a polynomial matrix W(s) such that
R(s) = W(s)Rl(s)
Matrices N(s) and M(s) are right coprime if all their GCRD's are unimodular, having determinants that are not a function of s.
Computing GCRDs using Gaussian Elimination
Bitmead et. al. [1] provide a method for computing Matrix GCDs which obtains the GCD by performing Gaussian Elimination on an associated generalized Sylvester matrix.
Consider two matrices N(s) and M(s) with polynomial entries, each containing p columns.
We Then the coefficient matrices of a GCRD of N and M can be extracted from certain rows of Ek*, the row-echelon form of Sk.. However, since k* is not known in advance, we start with $1 and add and eliminate 2 block rows at a time until the desired number of zero rows is achieved.
can write N(s) and M(s) as polynomials with matrix coefficients
N(s) = Nos m + NlS ~-1 + ... + Nm-lS + N~ M(s) = Mos m + Mls m-I + ... + Mm-lS + Mm
Bitmead et. al. [1] speed up the computation by at each step copying the results from the previous 2 block rows as the rows to be added.
This procedure provides a goood routine for computing matrix GCDs in the case where the coefficient matrices contain floating point numbers; however, numerical stability cannot be guaranteed, since complete pivoting cannot be used. More elaborate methods rely on singular value decomposition.
Fraction-Free Methods
When working in an exact arithmetic or symbolic environment, we desire to use fraction-free Gaussian elimination in order to avoid coefficient growth.
When trying to extend the numerical GCD algorithm described in the previous section, we run into the following difficulties:
1. At each step, when we add 2 block rows to the Sylvester matrix, careful bookkeeping is required to keep track of row divisors.
2. The first problem is compounded when trying to take advantage of the structure of the Sylvester matrix, as was done by Bitmead et. al. [1] in the numerical case. The problem here arises from the fact that at some columns of the Sylvester matrix, two pivot elements have been used in the elimination.
3. Even with careful bookkeeping, this method will not remove the entire content of the rows of the Sylvester matrix.
In this poster, we will demonstrate these difficulties with specific examples, and then provide a fraction-free matrix GCD algorithm. We also compare an implementation of this method with an implementation of the fraction-free matrix GCD algorithm described by Beckermann and Labahn [3] .
